Surfbouncer Personal VPN Announces Service for Overseas
Travelers.
SurfBouncer Personal VPN service is now available for overseas travelers. Unblock
web sites in countries that censor internet access and securely encrypts all data.
Multiple options are available to cover a weeks travel or a years stay.
August 27, 2009 (FPRC) -- People traveling to countries that filter the Internet often find that they
can’t get to their favorite web sites. Business users especially are concerned about the privacy of
their communications back home. Many web sites and IP Phones are inaccessible. This makes
communication back home difficult and very expensive.
This is especially true in countries such as Bahrain, Belize, Brazil, China, Egypt, Guyana, Jordan,
Kuwait, Mexico, Oman, Qatar, (KSA) Saudi Arabia, UAE (United Arab Emirates, including Dubai and
Abu Dhabi) and Yemen.
With the VPN service travelers can bypass all blockages and secure their data connection to servers
in the USA and Europe.
An additional benefit of using the Personal VPN while traveling is being able to access web sites
back home that are not available overseas. Many USA and European web sites are blocked form
viewing outside of their regions. The VPN Service puts travelers back in their home country and
provides access to these web sites.
Also available is a static IP VPN service which provides the same IP address every time. This is
most useful for people who need to do financial transactions back home. Logging into financial sites
from IP addresses all over the world often raises red flags and results in account access being
blocked at the worst possible time. Trying to resolve account access issues from across the globe
and many times zones away can often be quite difficult. Being able to log in from the same address
every time prevents this problem.
About SurfBouncer
SurfBouncer was created by technology veterans with decades of experience in secure networks,
Internet backbone infrastructure and software development.
The staff at SurfBouncer believe that people’s traffic should be theirs alone and that no one else
should be able to see it, not even them. Identity thieves at wireless hotspots cannot steal any
personal information due to the secure encryption. Internet censors in some countries cannot tell
what their users are doing and therefore cannot block their activities.
Contact
info@surfbouncer.com
http://www.surfbouncer.com
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For more information contact Gus Johnson of SurfBouncer (http://www.surfbouncer.com)
800-929-0589
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